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ERRATA

Harter, H. Leon and Moore, Albert H., LOCAL-MAXIMUM-LIKELIIIOOD ESTIMA-

TION OF THE PARAMETERS OF THREE-PARAMETER LOONORMAL POPULA-

TIONS FROM COMPLETE AND CENSORED SAMPLES, Vol. 61, No. 315 (Septem-
ber, 1905), 842-S51.

These corrections were eupplied by the authors:
I'. 8.12. Both authors are employed at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, but

the second author is with the Air Force Institute of Technology, not the Aero-
space liesearch Laboratories.

1P. 845. On the fourth line from the bottom, the lower limit of the integral
should he 1,+,.

1P. 846. On the last line of equation (3.16), the sign preceding f'+jf(2,.4)/qi

should he positive.
P. 847. In Table 1, the entries in the second column from the right, first line,

and the third coluni from the right, third and fifth lines, should be -0.111959,
-0.352750, and -0.513932, respectively.

1P. 850. In Table 2, the last two column headings in the first section of the
lower half of the table should be Coy (A, f) and Coy (4, f), respectively; the
value of Coy (A, 4) when N-200, Q1 -0.00, Q2 -0.0 should be -0.0010.
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l.)('AI.-MAXIMU.M-LIKELItIO01) ESTIMATION 01F TIlE PARAME-
TERS OF ThIREE-PARAMETER LOGNORMAL POPULATIONS FROM

COMPLETE AND CENSORED SAMPLES

I. LuZ• IIA..RTrit %m AL.SEi" H. Nlooni
.Aerospace Research Laboralories, l1'right-Patterson Air Force Hase

The natural logarithm of the likelihuood fmi.tio,, is written down for
the m - r order statistics remaining after r'ensoring the n - mi largest and
the r smallest observations of a sample of size n(O •r<m"5n) from a
three-parameter lognormal population. Its first partial derivatives
with respect to the parameters, when equated to zero, yield the likeli-
hood equations, and the negatives of its second partial derivatives with
respect to the parameters are the elements of the information matrix.
Algebraic solution of the likelihood equations is impossible, so it is
necessary to resort to iteration on an electronic computer. The iterative
procedure proposed is applicable to special caes in which one or two of
the parameters are known as well as to the most general case in which
all three parameters are unknown. A modification of the procedure al-
lows circumvention of a certain anomaly which sometimes occurs in
maximum-likelihood estimation of the parameters of a three-parameter
lognormal population from small samples. The information matrix is
inverted to obtain the asymptotic variances and covarlances of the
local-maximum-likelihood estimators, which are tabulated for various
values of the censoring proportions q1 - r/n from below and q9 - (n - m)/
n from above. Rtesults are reported of a Monte Carlo study conducted to
check the validity of the asymptotic variances and covariances and their
applicability to samples of moderate size.

1. INTRODUCTION

N TimTm Iook on the lognormal distribution, Aitchison and Brown (1957,
pp. 37-65) have devoted two entire chapters to estimation problems, one

each for the two-parameter and three-parameter distributions. They have
given a comprehensive summary of efforts up to that time to estimate the
parameters of a lognormal population by the method of maximum likelihood,
the method of moments, the method of quantilh., the graphical method, and
mixed methods. The problem of estimating the parameters of a two-parameter
lognormal population with known lower bound r is equivalent to that of es-
timating the parameters of a normal population, which has been considered by
a number of authors. Harter and Moore (1 96) have summarized and extended
the contributions of others to the solution of that problem, with particular
emphasis on the method of maximum likelihood, and have proposed an itera-
tive procedure for obtaining maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters
from complete, singly censored, and doubly censored samples.

Maximum-likelihood estimation of the parameters of a three-parameter
lognormal population, for complete samples, has been investigated by Wilson
and Worcester (1945), Cohen (1951), Aitchison and Brown (1957, pp. 55-6),
and Hill (1963). The latter has explored some unusual features of the likeli-
hood function of the three-parameter lognormal population which had appar-
ently gone unnoticed by earlier investigators. In particular, he has shown that
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there exist p)aths along whichk the likelihood function of any ordered sample
XI,'. . .- , .,, ftinds to - as (r, p, a) approaches (xi, - x, + x ), where r is the
threshold parameter andt1A and a are the mean and the standard deviation of
the parent, normal population. This global maximum of the likelihood function
loads to the ridiculous maxinium-likelihood estimates f =x, A= - 00, and
& = + n regardless- of the sample. On the other hind, solution of the likelihood
equations leads, in most cases, to local-niaxim.. u-likelihood estimates which,
whih, not true inaximuni-likelihood estimates according to the usual definition,
are reasonal)le estimates and appear to possess niost of the desirable properties
usually associated with maximum-likelihood estimates. Exceptions may occur
in the case of small samples, for which the likelihood function may have no
clearly defined local maximum.

Apparently nothing has been published on the problem of estimation for
truncated or censored samples from a three-parameter lognormal population,
though Aitchison and Brown (1957, pp. 88-91 ) have discussed the two-parame-
ter ease. The present paper will be devoted to local--maximum-likelihood es-
tinmation, for the three-parameter case, from singly and doubly eensored as
well as complete samples. An iterative estimation procedure for use on a high-
speed computer will be given. This proeedure will, in most cases, converge to a
point where the likelihood function has a local maximum. If the sample (after
censoring, if any) is small, convergence may be slow or the iterative procedure
may take off along the path to infinity mentionied above. Even in the latter
case, reasonable estimates can be obtained by a modification of the iterative
procedure similar to that used by Hlarter and Moore (1965) for the three-
parameter Gamma and Weibull populations.

2. THE LIKELUIOOD EQUATIONS

Consider a random sample of size n from a three-parameter lognormal pop-
ulation with parameters 1, u, and r (the location or threshold parameter).
Let X,,, • •., X. be the ordered observations remaining after the n-m
largest and the r smallest observations have been censored. The joint prob-
ahility density function of these order statistics is given by

f(,X.r , , xM; P, a, r)

-e I .Iln(x, - r) - ]

(n-ml) !r!r+ V2,/uz p i) i 2q'
(2.1)

The natural logarithm of the likelihood funetion is given by
I

L. = I,[,,I(n - ,,)!r!] - - (m - r) In 2. - (m - r) In a - ,. In(x, - ,)
2

(2.2)

z! x + (n -i) In I -Ftz.) + rIn F(z,,).
2 • -
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where

i [li(xi - r) ,4/,, F(zi) - f(,)dt, and f(zj) = (2r) Icxp(-zi/2).

The likelihood equation are

0!.1 f z 44.) z,+f(z,+)
-- -+)(n- -n)- -+(n m) O f0, (2.4)

af a,,,+ I - F(z,) F(z-•+,)a 1( Z2 .z4)

-. (Xi -7)",+ -- - + (nl i)
a,0 ,.. • ,.,+, X1 - r (X.-)[ - r) z.)]*1 f (z, ,)

Az,- )f(,,1) 0 0. (2.5)

If in - n and r -0, equations (2.3) and (2.4) can be solved for a and , &8 explicit
functions of r, yielding

] t [In(x, - i)J/n, (2.6)

4/ - [in(x. - 7 2) - pJ'n.

The equation (2.5) cannot be solved explicitly even if m-n and r.-0. If
censoring occurs, none of the likelihood equations has an explicit solution, and
it is necesmary to resort to iterative solutionn. The details of an interative
procedure for solving the likelihood equations will be given in section 4.

3. ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCES AND COVARIANCES Or ESTIMATOR8

The second partial derivatives of L with respect to the parameters are
a'l !I f(z.)

.. .(m - r) + (n -m)

(3.1)
F(z+') f(a,+,) ii

al, I; (m -) -3 _ +(n -m) 1]
CIO a-r - . 2J.

)[ r.+.-.+,) -2](3.2)

F(z,+,) +F(z,@) ,

all + z, - I fA2.)

,-,+i (al-,l, (+T. - T)'[1 - F(z.)]

-. ~~
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I ~ F(z.) + ](3.3)

r T z4+. + f f1?+
-Xr 7) F(z, 'IL F(z,+,) )

a2L [-I f(z,.) zmf(z..) 1
Ou~I -F(z.) --: P(zm) t]

fz ) 2 Z lf rl (3.4)
r z7 r1 ) + IDl

FZ F(z,7 1) j
OIL I i f~R (Z.,)1

aja? 'I2 i;\ti* '+(-rn ( r) [I i- F(z.)] L 1-!(~

-r f(z,+ 1) Zr fI+f(Zr+, 1) (35

-J-2 E --2-- + (n - n)
i-r+ I (X.-? (X.. - )j1 F(z.)J

[Z f(Z.~) I ,i~z+) T

(X+i- r)F(z,+,) L F(z,+,) i

Iet

q,= r/n, q2 (?I - m)/n, and P 1 - = (m - r)/n.

As n- o(q, and q: fixed), Zr+1--1,+ 1 where

ffQOde qt, z-. where f *fQ)df q,

z, - f tf(tOdt -- j(.

zi'f t~Qd p - l.f~o.,)-

+ +

E I(x, - -s~~f Jd
c2e'-p'D'[F(i. + 2ff) -F(ir.1. + 2.)],
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-- T) e-c'+."1 tf(t)d1

=+M. + 6) - I.'(,+, + a) )]

"21 f(• 1-T ) f(art s - ¢)},~

=•"-"(20, + 1)[P-.(., + 2a)

- '(¾a,, + 2o ) + a [f(-.d + 2a) -f(4+I + 2a)]j.

The elemeints of the information matrix (multiplied by a•in) may be written as

lint (-,'/n) (aL/O•,) ý p - f(.)![ -"(.)/,]

+/(A2, ,[j,+1 + A(2,+,)/qI]=,",(.

lint (-l/,ln)E(i, '/l) - 2p - Af(.,) - ) - f(•m)/'i]

(3.12)
+ ,+Iff((-+,) + V"+,(t,+s)[d,+i + f(.+)/qd "

lint (--u'/n)l.(iPllv) 6. -, ( + 1)[F(!.. + 2a) - P(!,+, + 2a)]

+ alf(f. + 2 a) - f( +, + 2 ,)]) (.13)
- g-."•'2f(-+..)[•~ -- f(L,)/q2 + a] ('.3

+ -t)+l + f(,.+I)/q- + a] via,
lint (--!/n)I,(8!L/8U(aa) -* - .(.,.) - .,.jf(.,.)[t. - f(f.)/q•] + fA.4+,)"-0 (3.14)

+ , +f(*.+,)/qI] ,
linr (-[,!/n).(atL/aMa,) . e-,''[P(.,, + IF) - F(i,÷, + O)]

-- e-4'+4""f(f.) [J.. - f(, 1 1 (3.15)
+ ,.-(a+v•'÷(,"ifi.+,[., +f(.*.+,)q,] - 'v,,.

lint (-'/n)E'O2 L/8aor) -2P i'I-[P(- + o) - F(J,,, + a)]

+ f(A. + o) -f(At,+ + 0) (

-- e-(P+:'f(2.,) [•A -- .f(i.)/qa - 1]

+ e-"'",'•(a.,)[ ÷, - •Af(a•,Vq - 11 - v,.

The Mymptotic variance-eovariance matrix for the estimators A, &, and f is
then (O"/n) [vill, where f., I,- [01"-1. The reader will note that v", v", and- cIS
are independent of both is and a, while vP, v", and v" are dependent upon both.
The dependence upon ; is only through the factor c' in v" and v" and the
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factor c-1 in t,", wh~ile the dependence upont a is more complicated. It follows
Ihant, aniong the elements of the inverse matrix IruI, J [v01J, P,, it, a1,fnd vit
tire independent of At, vis 31nd ris depend upon pz only through the factor ell, and
ia (3lepends upon A only through the factor PIP.*

Th'le Computation of the elements 0~ of the information inatr., kiflultiplcel
IbY &Vni) and the itiversiom, of this matrix and its submatriccs and niultiplica-
tioili by *2 to obtain the! coefficients of ]/it iii the asymptotic variances and

emaiatvesN~ee-performed on the 11iBM 1020 computer. The resulting co-
efficivitts (if I/it in Var (A), Var (#), Var (f), Coy (A, #), C~ov (A, f), and (ov
(6, f) are gien i T~'able I for ju -4, a = 2 with ecensoring proportions q, = 0.00.
0.0)1, l).J2 amid qi -'0.0I. 0., togethe(r with theeicxfieittts of 1/n in the variancees-
anid i-ovariamices when one parameter is known and in the variances whenk two
jparanIeti-N are known. For a = 2 andI other values Of P, the coefPIRint canl he
obtaimmed froin the tabular value-A ilk Table I bky multiplying by the proper
e~pronemmt ml function of ju, hut for other values of ff the compuitationx must
he( imuni. afresh. The eoeffhceticts taliuiated are, those of the locat-maximuimil-

'rpmuLE i. CoUFFICIENTS IN AS9YMPTOTIC VARCIANCES~ ANDI COVAIIIANCES
O1F MAXIMUI-UKLIKIIHOOI) ESTIMATORM OF PARAMETERS p, v, ANID 1 OF
LOG;NORMAL. POPULATION WITH! r-2 FROM RAMPLES OF SIZE N WVITHI

PRtOPORTIONS Q1 CENSOREI) FROM BELOW AND) Q2 FROM A13OVE

N VAR mo N COV Ni* NCOV ;;
(JI Ql2 N VAR4) N VAR (;) .- - VMCV( .0) - - -

IEx ___EI(2u0-11) EXP (P-4) EXP (P-4)

0.010 00 4.018582 2.00(600M 0.821214 -0.030004 -10.111989 0.M23919
0:00 0.5 6.079645 5,284124 0.8101119 2.477933 0.09737 0.495163

0.01 0.4 4.214417 2.387M4 19.961M70 -10.35270 -2.0300M 3.301319
0.03 0.5 6. 32C14 8. 255096 25.148072 2.3833131 0232398 3.845030

0J.0U i 4.332057 2.31)74)05 1M.013137 -130.4113032 -3.005U39 5. 304358
0. 02 445 6.129487 9.9M093 52.324258 2. R99688 1.28983M 16.385472

QJI Q. IN VAR (mjv)N VAR (-Io1 NCOV (0;Iv,lN VAR (PI.) NVR(e cV~.
EXP(2p-8) XXP (-4)

(1.00 0.04 COM00M 2.000000 0.00000 4.014706 0.302941 -0.1011M0
0I M8 0.3 6 .008370 41.9611112 2.420032 4.9113011 0.030704 -0.1380M

Will3 10 0I 4.003943 2.033715 -0,0114111 4.136319 18.438706 -1.01837
Wil 0))1 5 . 1.044977 5143823 2.475213 .183916 16.070872 -2.014610

(3.02 fill 4.009"0 .4*68755 -0.024807 4.,236464 27.987902 -9.334700
41.02 it15 ii.097829 8.339239 2.52=071) .27220 28.404867 -3.180010

N - VAR(jt.p) NC0V(#^Ip3o NVAR(Il,..)
I.1 2 N VAR ;I . .YVAR(.le..,) NVAR(~u.f.,)

11.0 .1 208079 EXP M2-11) EXP to___ -4) EX (2p-8)

o.0T 00 2039 0.8241n2 0 .223074 4.000000 2.000000 0.300000
0.00 0.8 4.244172 0.840M4 0.4482012 4.3880124 4.000000 0.300

3.3 0. 2.857820 13.712894 3.130398 4.002870 M.3IMI3.007
11-01 0.5s 0.R4U2M 24.97772 3.371986 4.801 4.W337080 34.382926

IIl~ I.l 2.7461442 35.174104 4.3111977 4.008911 2.00603 2 6.47209
2 S. 4 38682 52-28274 14.748483 4.9014M31 4.27380 20.4811n2

IA
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likelihood estimates resulting from the iterative estimation procedure which
will be discussed in Section 4, not those of the global maxima. This fact is
verified by the results of a Monte Carlo study, which will be reported in Sec-
tion 5, comparing variances and covarianees of estimates obtained from 500
random samples of each of various sires and various degrees of censoring with
those given by the asymptotic formulas.

4. ITERATIVE ESTIMATION PRoCEDURE

The procedure for iterative estimation on a high-speed computer involves
estimating the three parameters, one at a time, in the cyclic order p, o, r,
omitting any assumed to be known. Assuming that the firpt m order statistics
of a sample of size n(rn:n) are known, except for the first rn(05ro<_m-p,
where p - I, 2, or 3 is the number of parameters to be estimated), one starts
by setting r = ro. One then chooses initial estimates for the unknown parame-
ters.

At each step, the rule of false position (iterative linear interpolation) is used
to determine the value (if any) of the parameter then being estimated which
satisfies the appropriate likelihood equation, in which the latest estimates (or
known values) of the other two parameters have been substituted. For f
<Xr..,, one can always find estimates ;A (finite) and f (finite and positive) in
this way. In estimating r, however, one may find that no value of r in the
permissible interval 7:5x,.,, satisfies the likelihood equation (2.5). In such
eases, the likelihood function is monotone increasing, so that #=Xr,,+. As

,, A--- - and &-.+ a, so that the estimation is proceeding along a
path to the global nmaxinnun [see lill (1963)]. When this occurs, which is not
unusual when the available sample (after censoring, if any) is small, it is still
possible to obtain reasonable estimates by a slight modification of the proce-
dlure. The modification entails censoring X.,+I, the smallest observation Tnot
previously censored, and any others eqjual to it, thus increasing r from re to
ru+r 1 , where rl > I is the number of observations censored at this point. Sub-
sequenitly, x,,, plays no role in the estimation procedure except as an upper
bound on f. Now the likelihood function is bounded and finite estimates A anl
& are obtained. Iteration continues until the results of successive steps agrie to
within assigned tolerances (say l0-) or for a specified number of steps (say
50.w).

Use of the modified procedure calls for distributions of estimates which are
ronditionial on the necessity for censoring the smallest previously uncensored
observation(s). Lacking these, one may assert that the asymptotic variances
of the estimators for the "sometimes censor" procedure are hounded below by
those for the "never censor" procedure and above by those for the "always
censor" procedure.

5. MONTE VARLO RTUIDY OF ESTIMATEM

In order to check the validity of the asymptotic variances and covariances
determined in Section 3 and their applicability to samples of moderate size, a
Monte Carlo study was carried out on the IBM 7094 computer. Five hundred
pseudo-random samples each of sizes 50, 100, and 200 from a lognormal pop-
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hitat 41l with parameters u=4, 'a=2, and r7 10 were generated ill the com-
utt,,r. 'i'hb iterative procedure described in Section 4 was used to estimate all

lhrin, parameters, also every pair of parameters and every single parameter,
the, known values being substituted for the parameters not being estimated. In
fille ease of slonples of size 10), this was done not only for the complete samples
hkt also for the samples with proportions q, :=0.01 ('ensored from below and
/-- 0).5 from aiim'-, both singly and in comttination. Tile untoclified proce-
dtr' rotivtrgf-d to within the assigned tolerances of I0-' in the specified 550
,•tps or fewer without exception for the uncensored and the singly ecensored
samtnples. A•tiong the doubly censored samples, however, there were 46 in
which it was niecessary to resort to the modilied procedure (censoring the second
ordlir statistiv) in order to estimate all three parameters simultaneously and 23
int which it was necessary to do so in order to estimate a and r simultaneously
with p kmown. More severe censoring or the use of smaller samples can lead
to slower 'onvergence of the iterative procedure as well as to the need to resort
to t hI Imodifieud proe'edure for a greater proportion of cases.

h'' teans. variances. and covariances of the estimates, baed on 5X) sam-
plds, nr, given in Table 2. For the doubly censored case, Table 2 gives two sets
o, results, oneuexcluding and the other including the eases in which it was neces-
.r' ry to resort to the modified procedure. A comparison of the nmeans in Table 2
wit Ih the population parameters I -4, tr - 2, and r - 10 and a comparison of the
\artianep.. and .ovarianttes in Table 2 with the asymptotic variances and co-
varianes obtaitned by dividing the, coefficients in Table I 1y the sample size
lends omne to the following tehitative conclusions:

(1) The estimator A from complete samples ha.s a negative bias which is ap-
proximately proportional to n-', the reciprocal of the sample size. The bias of
A appears to he unaffected by knowledge of . but it is small or non-existent
if 7 if known. The bias remains negative and increases in absolute value for
moderate .ensoring, hut may be positive in cases of severe censoring-see eon-
c.lusion (4).

(2) The estimator & has a positive bias when r is unknown and a negative
bias when r is knownm. The magnitude of the bias is roughly proportional to
71', and appears to be unaffected by knowledge of j. It is increased by censor-
itig, especially from below.

(3) The estimator f has a positive bias which is closely proportional to
?I-'. The magnitude of the bias appears to To unaffected by knowledge of ju
atid/or a and by censoring from above, but it is markedly increased by cent-
soring even a single observation from below.

(4) Cases in which it is frequently necessary to resort to the modified pro-
u.edure are characterized by fairly large positive bias" of all the estimators,
especially & and f. The biases are only moderately increased, however, by in-
cluding rather than excluding the instances 'n which resort to the modified
procedure is necessary.

(5) The variance of # for samples of moderate size is much larger than the
value given by the asymptotic formula (see Table 1). The excess over the
asymptotic value, however, appears to be proportional to n-1, whereas the
asymptotic value itself is proportional to n-'. Thus, for sufficiently large sam-

I M.N, -
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T'ABLE 2. MEANS, VANIANCES, ANI) COVANIANCES OF ESTIMATES ok)
PARAMETEIRS FROM 500 RAND IOM SAMPLES, EACH OF SIZE N, WITl
PROPORTIONS Qi CENSOREDJ FROM BELOW AN)D Q2 FROM ABOVE, I)iIAWN

FROM LOGNORMAL POPULATION WITH PAIRAMETERS
M

4-,, e-2, AND r-.10

Ny Q1 Q2 MEAN MEAN .MEAN MEAN

50 0.00 0.0 :4.9172 3.9295 3.989. 4.%•.
100 0.00 0.0 3.9024 3.9082 4.0009 4.0000
200 0.00 0.0 3A.1403 3.09117 4.0080 4.0080
100 0.00 0.5 3.0838 3,0490 3.04)08 3.991?
100 0.01 0.0 3,8928 3.0182 4.0011 4.00C 0
100 0.01 0.5 4.0505 3.,85m 3.9802 3.9912

100 0 .0 10 6.5 4.0729 :3.8850 3.0 W2 3.9012

N QI Q2 AEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN

80 0.00 0.0 2.0758 2.09,68 11.0870 1.9?74
100 0.00 0.0 2.0480 2.0541 1.9810 1.0913
200 0.00 0.0 2.0120 2.0180 1.90828 1.981
100 0.00 0.5 2.0943 2.1273 1. 9383 1.9700
100 0.01 0.0 2,1705 2.1852 1.980w 1.9911
100 0.01 0.5 2.4740 2.4975 1.0361 1.9607
100 0.01 o.5 2.5202 2.5224 1.9360 1.9697

N QI Q2 MEAN MX BA N IMAN MEAN

5 0.00 0.0 10.8885 10.6103 10.8109 10.0040
100 0.0 0.0 10.3209 10.3252 10.3160 10.3131
200 0.00 0.0 10.1490 10.1520 10.1501 10.1499
100 0.00 0.5 10.3114 10.3349 10.3107 10.3133
100 0.01 0.0 10.8035 10.7983 10.7202 10.7140
100 0.01 0.5 10.8608 10.8V003 10.7310 10.7143
1o0 0.01* 0.5 10.8640 10.8"4 10.7319 10.7143

-Q Q1( VAR 6) VAlt COV COV (,'. COV (0,))
.0 0 0w 0.9 0.9 '.0•93 01..232 -0.0119 --. O087 0..,,,,3

i00 0.00 0.0 j 0.)416 0.0312 0.1733 -0.0032 -0.0015 0.0232
200 0.00 0.0 0.0211 0.0121 0.0477 -10.0010 -0.,0011 0.0072
100 0.00 0.5 0.0604) 0.09161 0.2109 0.029i 0.0140 0.0628
I00 0.01 0.0 0.0428 0.0351 0.2861 -0.0047 0.04126 0.(X,%64
100 0.01 0.5 0.0628 0.1244 0.30211 0.0375 0.0239 0.0199
100 0.01* 0.5 0 •:-34 0.2383 0.2877 0.0410 0.0240 0.0187

CoV
N QA ) VAR (,^I,) COV(,)^ VARAl .) A j ,) (AQ Q2 VAlIt (16 r VAR It ,m VAR ( T[€

s0 0.00 0.0 0.0708 0.0408 0.00=0 0.0837 0.5240 0.00_59
100 0.00 0.0 0.0406 0.0218 0,0002 0.0413 0.1530 9.0015
20') 0.00 0.0 0.0208 0,0096 -0.0001 0 0211 . 0.0433 -0.0010I
100 0.00 0.5 0.05741 0.0400 0.0198 0.0511 0.1540 ,-0.0009
100 0.01 0.0 0.0406 0.0224 0.0000 0.0422 0.2871 0.0104
100 0.01 0.5 0.('574 0,0473 0.0197 0.0518 0.28S4 0.0)130)
100 0.010 0.5 0.0574 24.0473 0.0197 0.0518 0.2854 0.030

VARl
. Q1 Q2 VARt (^ij) VAR (;1I) COV(;je.) VARxZ(j.,.) VAR(^Ij,r) (i,),,o)
s0 O.OD 0.0 0.0692 0.6047 0.0603 0,079H 0.0407 0.5315

100 0.00 0.0 0.0308 0. 725 0.0221 0.0406 0.0216 0.1552
200 0.00 0.5 0.0120 0.(477 0.0009 0.0208 0.009" 0.0436
100 0.00 0.0 0.0789 0.1905 0.0469 0.0492 0.0393 0.1553
100 0.01 0.0 0-0349 0.2890 0.0070 0.0406 0.0222 0 .2923
100 0.01 0.5 0.11,2 0.2918 0.0046 0.0494 0.0407 0.2023
100 0.011 0.5 0. 12203 0.2M50 0.OD57 0.0494 0.0407 0,2923

"1 aulla given o( this line are for all 500 ce, including thoew, omitted on the line above, which rmeuired use

of the modified, proedure (eeMf-oin4. the second oedst statistic). so that Qi -0.02.

S ... • . -- •.•.•,,.•- •.,•,__ .... - .
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Ilmes, thie excess wouldl become negligible inl c'ompjarisonI with the asymptotic
v-alue. TIhe excess appears to he dIecreasedl little if any by knowledge of A Alid
ontly slightly by knowledge of o,. The ex~cess appears to he affected very little
by 'enisoring, but. for censoring of even a single observation fromi below tile
m-ymptotic value increases markedly, so that tile excess becomes smialler by

(6) When r is knownt, the variances of p and a are in close agreemlenit with
the valups given~ by the asymptotic formulas. WVheun t is unknown, the vrar-
anec of J, and # and their c~ovarianceit with f are somewhat largerta h

v-alues givenl by the asymlptotic forinulas. The excess over the asymplt.otic
valuec is greater for a than for .4, as one would expect fromn tile. fact that 6 is
more strongly correlated with f than is fi.

(7) For cases ini whichl it is frequently nkecessýary to resort. to tile miodified
procedure, tilc variances and covariamiecs including and excluding instances inl
which tile modified procedure i6 actually used do not appelir to differ Sys-
tematicidly from each other or from those given by the asymptotic formulas,
except that Coy (a, f) is unexpetedly small.

Tile autihors wish to thank thle Editor and the referees for a number of help-
ftinl suggestionls.
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